Paper Folders
FD 320 ECONOMICAL DOCUMENT FOLDER
The FD 320 Document Folder offers an
unmatched level of performance and affordability. Designed with ease of operation in mind,
the FD 320 utilizes a drop-in feed system,
eliminating the need to fan paper. Clearly marked
fold settings and removable top and bottom fold
plates make this folder ideal for churches, schools,
businesses or departments that demand quick and
easy set-up and operation. An extended conveyor allows operators
to run most applications without having to unload the output before
the infeed is empty. As with all Formax folders, the FD 320 consists
of a heavy-duty steel frame with molded, high-impact side covers
for additional durability.

FD 342

Optional Multi-Feeder: The patented MultiSheet Feeder allows up to 4 sheets stapled or
unstapled to be folded at one time through
the dedicated feed system with its own side
guides and skew adjustment system.

FD 320

FD 342 DOCUMENT FOLDER
The FD 342 Document Folder is a fast, dependable and easyto-use solution for virtually all folding applications. Six popular
folds are clearly marked on the fold plates for quick set-up and
operation, simply slide the fold stop to the desired fold and go.
Additional fold adjustments can be made with the ﬁne tuning
knobs at the end of each fold plate for precision
folding. No need to stand and watch
over this folder, operators can load
up to 500 sheets in the hopper,
select their fold, press start and walk away to attend to other
important tasks. The FD 342 will fold the 500 sheets in no time
at all and hold the folded pieces on its patented
Telescoping Conveyor System until they are retrieved.
The FD 342 is capable of processing paper up to 18” (457mm)
in length and up to 12.25” (311mm) wide. The ability
to customize jobs allows operators to fold virtually any
conﬁguration that requires only two folds. Cross folding adds
to the FD 342’s ﬂexibility allowing for
additional folds in a second pass.

Paper Folders
FD 38X FULLY AUTOMATIC DOCUMENT FOLDER
The Fully Automatic FD 38X Document Folder is
the ideal folding solution for businesses,
churches, schools or print-for-pay centers
that demand quick and easy set-up. The
FD 38X completes jobs fast: up to 20,100
pieces per hour! The large 2.8” (71mm) backlit
LCD display and control panel is easy to use,
while fully automated fold plates and AutoStackTM Stacker
Wheels provide one touch set-up for the 18 pre-programmed fold
settings or 35 custom folds that can be stored into memory. Operators
can load up to 500 sheets in the hopper, select their fold, press start
and walk away to attend to other important tasks. The task may be
completed in as litle as 2 minutes; the folded pieces will be stored on its
patented Telescoping Conveyor System. The FD 38X advanced software
allows all standard fold types and paper sizes to be customized.

FD 382

Optional Multi-Feeder:
The patented Multi-Sheet
Feeder allows up to 4 sheets
stapled or unstapled to be
folded at one time through
the dedicated feed system
with its own side guides and
skew adjustment system.

FD 38 X

The patented Multi-Sheet Feeder
allows up to 4 sheets stapled or
unstapled to be folded at one time
through the dedicated feed system
with its own side guides and skew
adjustment system.

FD 382 AUTOMATIC DOCUMENT FOLDER
The FD 382 Document Folder is a high productivity automatic folder that
offers quick, easy set-up, and the versatility to complete a
variety of fold jobs in minutes. With folding rates up to 20,100
pieces per hour, the FD 382 fold plates provide one touch setup
for 18 pre-programmed fold settings or 25 storable custom
folds. In addition, thenew 2.8” (71mm) backlit LCD
display and control panel makes the
FD 382 extremely easy to use, with
a step by step user interface that is
second to none. Untrained operators can walk up and start folding with little to
no instruction. Once loaded and set, the FD 382 will fold 500 sheets, completing
the job in a few 2 minutes. The finished pieces are stored on the patented
Telescoping Conveyor System. The patented Multi-Sheet Feeder is an optional
feature that allows up to 4 stapled or unstapled sheets to be folded at one time
through the dedicated feed system with side guides and skew adjustment
system. Advanced software allows for all standard fold types and paper sizes to
be customized to meet your particular needs.

